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When you buy
ONE of these
CD-ROM titles from
EA*Kids
Eidolon
Electronic Arts
Humongous Entertainment
Morgan Interactive
·
Multicom
Novalogic
ORIGIN
Pop Rocket
Sanctuary Woods and
Strategic Simulations, Inc.
~ANY

from Eidolon
In this new cutting-edge CDROM strategy game of bidding,
bluffing, buying and selling,
collectors are restricted to
trading their privately held
treasures
through THE
WORLD BODY AUCTION
HOUSE. You ' ll compete for
the world 's most coveted

from Electronic Arts
EA SPORTS™ and the PGA
TOUR present the most
realistic looking golf game for
the PC. Key features include
realistic
3- D
courses ,
complete with hills and valleys.
Players can also play against I0
featured PGA pros whose
actual digitized swings are in
the game. The pros even give
their commentary on the TPC courses and
individual holes.

NHL® Hockey'95
from Electronic Arts
From the designers of the #I
hockey simulation on the PC.
This new CD version gets you
red-book quality sound effects
and authentic NHL game
footage from the '94 NHL
season. Players now feature
more animations than ever before,
everything from fake shots to incredible
goalie butterfly saves. Full season mode
supporting the most up-to-date player stats
available on the PC makes NHL Hockey '95 a
must-have!

from Electronic Arts
Introducing an entirely new
concept in music from Todd
Rundgren . For the first
time, you , the listener can
affect how the music on a
CD plays. Alter the tempo,
change the mood , remove
the vocals. No World Order

from ORIGIN
The entire Ultimo VII saga on a
single compact disk. You'll get
Ultimo VII: The Black Gate ~ .

Forge ofVirtue ~ . Ultimo VII Part
2: Serpent Isle™, and The Silver
Seed™. Vanquish the evil that
confronts you in these daring
quests , and you ' ll return
through time with the power
to heal the devastated land.

from ORIGIN
from NovaLogic
Novalogic's breakthrough
graphics technology sets
the stage for the most
realistic high-tech tank
battle simulation ever!
Turn your turret full circle
to
scan
authentic
battlefields, or poke your
head out of the hatch for
an exhilarating full-screen view of your
surroundings . Command up to four
platoons of assault machines designed for
21 st century warfare . Many intense
campaigns included, or design your own
battle theatre.

Together at last, on one CD!
More than 150 missions, all to
deliver humanity from the jaws
of Kilrah . You 'd better be as

from ORIGIN

WARREN MILLER'S
SKI WORLD
from Multicom
The guide to everything
skiing, with equipment,
techniques and hot skiing
video. A comprehensive
resort database is filled
with useful information
from slope maps to amenities. Interactive
video instruction lets you learn at your own
pace . Check out hot-dogging, racing,
extreme skiing and dramatic crashes. It's a
total interactive multimedia skiing

Soar
into
near-future
dogfighting that will leave you
breathless, then journey to the
seamy side of the Wing
Commander®
universe ,
populated by a volatile mix of
pirates,
miners
and
mercenaries . Each has full

missions, and requiring a fraction of the
hard drive space.
Together on one CD

from Pop Rocket
Risk your life on a one-way
trip to the hard-rockin'
"Distortion Dimension" as
a music video producer in
search of fresh material.
Deal with motley rock star
inhabitants, battle guitar
warriors , mix your own
music videos , and cut
million dollar deals on-line

AD&D® Dark Sun '":
Wake of the Ravager
from Strategic Simulations, Inc.
The adventure begins with the party arriving in Tyr,
a city still recovering from the upheaval of the
dragon's death. The templars are in control, but
they have no power to enforce their edicts with
the dragon dead , and
everyone knows it. This
power vacuum has attracted
all sorts of undesirables to
the city and Tyr has become
quite a dangerous place as it
walks the thin line becween
elation at its freedom from
the dragon and fear at the
specter
of
anarchy
threatening to envelope it.

from Sanctuary Woods
The mysterious world of
the wolf comes alive
through more than 40
different scenarios where
you gain the experience
necessary to climb the
wolf pack social order.
Weather conditions, fierce
predators and limited food
supply make for an intense
challenge. In addition, Wolf is an interactive
museum and nature preserve where players
can learn about the wolf and

COUNTING ON FRANK:
from Strategic Simulations, Inc.
Earth has been ravaged by an alien race.
Abductions and UFO sightings are
confirmed! Human tissue samples have been
taken by this race of superior beings in order
to create the ultimate cybernetic warriorthe CyClone . As the
player, you are part of a
military program which
has developed a high-tech
armory
and
the
weaponry necessary to
defeat the CyClone army.
Your mission : Stop the
CyClones-salvage Earth
and the human race.

An imaginative world where
Math is fun for everyone.
from EA*Kids
Part
wacky
word
problems, part ingenious
math drills, and most of all
downright fun , a day with
Henry and his pal Frank
offers kids math in a world
made just for them . Ever
wonder how many peas
would fill your kitchen or
how many gallons of water
would
fill

SESAME STREET®: NUMBERS
from EA*Kids
Join your child on a trip
down Sesame Street with
their favorite characters
including Big Bird, Elmo and
the Count. Four different
interactive games focus on
key aspects of math
readiness,
number
recognition, set classification,
counting, and the spatial
relationships of "near" and "far". All this combined
with over an hour of interactive video and audio
from the Sesame Street Series provides hours of
fun and learning. Designed by the Educational
Specialists at Children's Television Workshop.

$39.95 Available for IBM and Macintosh CD-ROM

FREDDI FISH AND THE CASE
OFTHE MISSING KELP SEEDS
from Humongous Entertainment
Grandma
Grouper's
prize-winning kelp seeds
are missing, and Freddi
Fish and her finny friends
are on the case! This
interactive adventure,
designed for children ages
3 to 8, with high-quality
animation, brilliant sound,
and engaging characters
will thrill both your child
and you! Children will
improve their problem solving skills while
they learn interesting facts about the sea.
$49.95 Available for IBM CD-ROM
Romp Through History Series #1

RECESS IN GREECE
from Morgan Interactive
The classics come to life
as you travel through
ancient Greece with
Morgan. Games, puzzles
and
activities
are
integrated into the story
to illustrate how the
mythology, vocabulary,
architecture, math and
science of ancient Greece are still a part
of our contemporary world. Beautifully
sequenced film-quality animations add to
this humorous and engaging romp
through history.
$34.95 Available for IBM and Macintosh CD-ROM

